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NATIONAL INSTITUTE
OF PUBLIC FINANCE
AND POLICY
18/2 Satsang Vihar Marg, Special
Institutional Area (Near JNU)
New Delhi – 110 067

“Papers in Public Economics
and Policy (PPEP)”

Call for Papers
The National Institute of Public
Finance and Policy (NIPFP) has
initiated a lecture series and an
annual conference on “Papers in
Public Economics and Policy”, in
honour of Dr. Raja J. Chelliah.
The seventh event in this series
is being organized on 26-27th of
March, 2020, at New Delhi.
Dr. Kaushik Basu, C Marks
Professor of International Studies,
Cornell University, has kindly
agreed to deliver the Memorial
Lecture. Papers on issues broadly
in the area of Public Economics
and Policy can be submitted
for the conference. Papers
received would be subject to
review. Accepted papers may be
published after suitable revision
as working paper of NIPFP. For
all accepted papers, the Institute
will reimburse travel expenses
and take care of local logistics.
Submission of full Paper:
31st January, 2020

EPW Index
An author-title index for EPW has been prepared for the years from 1968 to 2012. The PDFs of the
Index have been uploaded, year-wise, on the EPW website. Visitors can download the Index for
all the years from the site. (The Index for a few years is yet to be prepared and will be uploaded
when ready.)
EPW would like to acknowledge the help of the staff of the library of the Indira Gandhi Institute
of Development Research, Mumbai, in preparing the index under a project supported by the
RD Tata Trust.
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Authors of accepted papers would
be intimated by the middle of
February 2020
The full papers should be sent in
soft copy to : ppep@nipfp.org.in
Any other communication
regarding the Conference can also
be addressed to
dinesh.nayak@nipfp.org.in or
alka.matta@nipfp.org.in
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CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT

Fourth India Land and Development Conference (ILDC2020)
Theme: Institutions, Innovations, Information in Land Governance
Venue: India International Center, New Delhi

Dates: 2-4, March 2020

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we are pleased to announce 4th India Land and Development Conference (ILDC). The
3rd ILDC organized last year, had more than 300 participants and more than 30 partners joining from India and abroad over
3-days of deliberation. ILDC2019 witnessed interdisciplinary and intersectoral conversations over 24 thematic sessions, 6 master
classes, one innovation fair, a political forum on Land Manifesto three-lightening talks along with pre and post conference events
online and offline. Details of this and older conferences are available at our website.
As India moves a decade closer to meeting 2030 UN Goals and gears up to address economic slowdown, ILDC2020 invites
attention to institutions, innovations and information around land governance to deliberate how they connect and contribute to
local and global development more inclusively and sustainably. Relevant, thought-provoking and disruptive enquiries, ideas,
experiences and analysis are invited from individuals, institutions and partnerships. Like last year, ILDC2020 will provide platforms
for enriching and interdisciplinary conversations in form of sessions for presentations, panel discussions, round tables as well
as avenues like master classes, lightening talks and focussed conclaves. Details about themes and sub-themes will soon be
updated at the https://centerforland.org/ildc2020
Along with intellectual deliberations and engagement, ILDC2020 will also host cultural and artistic expressions around
land-connections. It provides ample opportunities to connect and network with inter-sectoral land actors participating from India
and abroad. ILDC has been the biggest land convergence platform in India for land-professionals and actors from Government,
CSO, Academia, private sectors, entrepreneurs, media, international institutions. Proposal for papers, posters, displays and
sessions are invited along with enquiries on partnerships and sponsorships.
Important Dates:
Final Date for abstract submission - 20th Dec, 2019
Early Bird Registration - 15th Jan, 2020
Submission of proposal for sponsorship, displays, partnerships and sessions - 31st Dec, 2019
For more details please visit the India Land and Development Conference webpage at https://centerforland.org/ildc2020 and
contact us at indialandconf@gmail.com
Sd/Tajamul Haque
Chairman

Sd/Pranab R Choudhury
Organising Secretary

INDIAN ASSOCIATION FOR RESEARCH IN NATIONAL INCOME AND WEALTH
(Regd. Society funded by the Ministry of Statistics & Programme Implementation, Govt of India & Reserve Bank of India)
www.iarniw.in

CALL FOR PAPERS
One Day Seminar on “Use of Macro Accounts in Policy Analysis” in November 2019
The Indian Association for Research in National Income and Wealth (IARNIW) is organizing a one day Seminar on “Use
of Macro Accounts in Policy Analysis” in the 3rd week of November 2019 (21st or 22nd) in New Delhi.
Background Theme: Interlinkages between National Accounts Statistics (GDP, capital formation, consumption, savings
etc.) indicators with other macro-economic statistics for projections and policies analysis need no emphasis. However,
though many indicators are used in analysis to assess economic conditions and developments over time, it is also
increasingly being realized that this assessment could be used for formulation and monitoring socio-economic policies.
This, many times depends on the selecting suitable and consistent indicators. For optimum utilization of scarce resources,
it is therefore imperative that macro accounting indicators should be developed in conjunction with the need for policy
analysis. A strategy for macro model builders is to lay out the three groups of accounts (National Economic Accounts,
Satellite Accounting and Socio-economic Accounting) and attempt to design a model that will explain the dynamic
movement of all the accounting statement entries in the system.
On above theme, “IARNIW is looking into in-depth study for global economy, agriculture, food, manufacturing, market
intelligence, public finance etc.”
All final complete and full paper are required to be submitted latest by 30th October, 2019 to Joint Secretary, IARNIW,
Sardar Patel Bhawan, Sansad Marg, New Delhi-110001 (Email: kanchana.ghosh@nic.in or iarniw99@gmail.com) in a
single WORD document (total size of the paper should be of maximum 20 pages in A-4 size, in Times New Roman with
font size 12, tables size: 10 and margins, 1” on all sides). Authors of selected papers will be invited to present their
paper in the Seminar and the Association will bear the cost of travel and stay.
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